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1. INTRODUCilON

The scientific counterpart of school mathematics can no lon

ger be just "mathematics", but must be the "mathematical sciences" 

induding, for instance, informatics and statistics. This shorthand 

characterization will probably express a widely shared belief. In any 

case, it is the basic assumption of this paper and the research work 

that it will elaborate on. In order to develop perspectives for school 

mathematics, it is necessary and helpful to analyze trends in the de

velopment of the mathematical sciences which are related to the 

spread of the new technologies. A deeper philosophical analysis . · 

and conceptualisation of changes in general orientations, value sy

stems, conceptual structures and in the tools for developing and ap

plying mathematics is an important and demanding task for the 

didactics of mathematics. 

Apart from its relevance in schools. science and society. stati

stics is a good case in point for studying the impact of the new te

chnologies. lt is a mathematical science which has quite a history in 

using computers, amJ the historical development of statistical soft-
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ware reflects the general progress and problems of hardware and
software development as weil as the tension between system fun
ctionality and user orientation. Gnanadesikan and Kettenring
(1988, 13) characterize statistics as a data science with dose syner
getic relations to mathematics and computer science. That compu
ter science is mentioned on an equal standing with mathematics is
already an important indication of change. Moreover, the relations
between statistics, probability theory, mathematics, and the analysis

.of data have been complex, variable and controversial in the history
of scientific statistics and its teaching. As these relations have re
cently experienced a new qualitative dynamics that is intimately\-re
lated to the computing technology, a deeper study of these
developments will be important and illuminating for the didactics
of mathematics and statistics.

In the fo])owing, ideas are presented that rely on several sour
ces, among others a study on the development of Exploratory Data
Analysis and subsequent papers on didactical aspects of this part of
statistics (Biehler 1982, 1988, 1988a) and the involvement in a cur
rent project (SOMA) that is concerned with analysing statistical soft
ware tools from the perspective of the didactics of mathematics.
Nevertheless, the paper has a programmatic character in that ob
servations and problem areas are discussed which deserve a further
detailed study.

2. SOME RELEVANTCHANGES IN STATISTICS

There seem to be at least the following four domains where
significant changes have occured in connection with the new te-

"chnologies:
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* analysis of multivariate data
* statistical graphics
~ Monte Carlo simulation

• statistical modelling.

All four domains intersect with current reflections on the fu
ture structure and content of teaching statistics as weIl as with im
portant aspects of informatics and general compute'r use.

2.1 Working environments and organizing statistical actil1ity

Before I can come back to details of these domains, a very ge
neral dimension of change in statistics has to be made explicit
which is essential to understand new developments. I should like to
call it the shift from the theory ideal of mathematics to the enginee
ring and technological aspects. A new emphasis is given to the con
struction and design of tools and what we shall call "integrated
working environments" that materialize in statistical software. The
concern for organizing statistical activity of real human beings in
such working environments is complementary to this. Independent
of concrete software, this trend has already become clear in the
kind of Exploratory Data Analysis the American statistician John
Tukey (1977) has been promoting (see also Biehler 1982). Statisti
cal data analysis is conceptualized as an interactive, iterative, explo
ratory activity with data.Articles on styles of data analysis, on the
ethics of a good data analyst, on adequate attitudes and rules of be
haviour are being published. Tukey has even suggested that stati
stics should also be interpreted as a behavioural science. An early
consideration of "human factors" was his suggestion of "quick and
easy methods" and the definition of the practical power 01' a statist i-
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cal test as the mathematical power multiplied with the probability
of its use. Later, this concern expressed itself in research studies on
human perception of statistical graphs (cf. Cleveland 1985, pp.229)
and in fundamental research into designing human interfaces of
statistical analysis systems as part of the fundamental research a di
scipline performs for the purpose of improving its tools.

2.2 Software trend')

Arecent trend in statistical software at pc-Ievel consists of
qualitative improvements of the human computer interface for the
non-expert user, mainly through areplacement of formallanguages
by other means like menus and use of mouse for user input, for in
stance for selecting subsets of data directly in a graph or by simply
"cutting, pasting and copying" in data tables, for instance in the soft
ware STATVIEW 512 +, DATADESK or MACSPIN for the Macintosh
computer. Nevertheless many basic requirements are not yet fulfil
led if we look at a list Charnbers put together 5 years ago:

" a. very flexible presentation of information to the user
through a multiple-window display;

b. 'visual programming' interface to analytical operations to
augment procedurallanguages;

c. dynamic graphical displays, such as the presentation of 3
dimensional data·,

d. facilities to let analysts develop specialized analytical sy
stems (e.g. with a menu-based user interface to specialized analyti
cal techniques) frorn the general analytical system.

The new computing environment makes it possible to tailor
multiple human interfaces to the same underlying analytical system,
suitable for different levels of user sophistication or different appli-
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cation areas." (Chambers 1983, pp.l0l)
Although it is quite a break-through that flexible, adaptable

and extensible working environments for pc-Ievel (like PC-lSP) are
available that are similar in style to the prototype system S, such sy
stems are fairly difficult for non-expert users because they are re
stricted to a command language user interface.

2.3 Theory and practice

Tbe shift of emphasis from the theory ~deal of lnathematics to
technological concerns has had an impact with regard to the rela
tion between theory and practice in statistics. A main concern of
theoretical statistics has been to prove that certain methods are op
timal under certain model assumptions. In other words, we observe
the conception that theoretical statistics provides an algorithm for a
certain dass of problems, and the practitioner has to decide whe
ther the algorithm can be reasonably applied under his situational
conditions, perhaps after some minor adaptations. For a while, sta
tistical software has not been much more than a library of algo
rithms. With modern software tools, however, it is not just a
collection of algorithms that is provided but an integrated, flexible
and adaptable working environment. There is no longer (the fiction
of) a more or less complete theoretical solution to a problem but a
practical, only partly theory-based support for finding a reasonable
solution in a feed-back process with the concrete situation and data.
This is a kind of mathematics for which Fischer (1984) coined the
term open mathematics.

The tendency of synthesizing working environments from ele
ments of statistics, mathenlatics and cOlnputer science is visible in
all four domains mentioned above: data base and spreadsheet envi-
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ronments for manipulating multivariate data, graphical environ
ments for constructing, varying, and editing statistical graphs, simu
lation and modelling environments for constructing situation
specific models and Monte Carlo simulations. In the following pa
ragraphs I will briefly discuss new kinds and features of activity in
such environments, which, in my opinion, deeply question what is
currently considered as basic statistical activity and knowledge rele
vant to education. Moreover, the concept of a working environment
with systems character is itself achallenge to the predominance of
traditionallinear-sequential types of teaching.

3. MULTIVARIATE DATA

Multivariate data have become the fundamental object of sta
tistics. Most of the tables in newspapers, statistical yearbooks and
other media have always been multivariate. In statistical practice,
multivariate data are the standard case. New multivariate methods
heavily rely on graphics (see 4.) and have enormously been stimula
ted by the possibilities of the new technologies. Statistical software
reflects this situation: often the basic data structure is a table or ma
trix of data where rows represent cases and columns represent dif
ferent variables.

It is important to realize that the application of elementary
database and spreadsheet operations to a data table already provi
des many possibilities for answering and exploring elementary yet
important questions posed to data sets. More sophisticated multiva
riate methods may be applied at a later stage. As an example, think
of a table with traffic accidents where for every day of a year, the
day in the week, the date, the number of accidents (with deaths,
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with insured people), the deaths according to accidents inside ci
ties, outside, highways etc. are represented.

The selection of subsets of variables or of cases for compari
son can be an important activity. Sorting data tables and splitting
columns according to a categorial variable are further examples.
The additional exploratory power of a software like MACSPIN which
permits to see 3-dimensional scatterplots rotating on the screen lies

- -,
in the many operations for selecting and marking parts of the data
according to the data appearance in the graph and by direct interac
tion with the graph.

Table arithmetic, where new variables are constructed with
arithmetic operations from the old ones and added as further co
lumns to the table, is important and weIl supported by a spreadshe
et environment. The definition of new variables involves a specific
type of mathematization or modelling in the context of statistics.
The derived quantities are often those of interest for a further stati
stical analysis. Many tables in statistical yearbooks have their origin
in table arithmetic applied to a table of initially measured quanti
ties: statistical spreadsheet environments can be used to construct
and re- construct situation-adequate tables.

Obviously, these features are closely related to important is
sues in informatics such as applications of spreadsheets and data
bases. They also reinforce the table as a fundamental repre
sentation in the mathematicaI sciences. However, these features are
quite different from usual curricular emphases on univariate stati
stics with its dose relation to (univariate) probability.
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4. STATISTICALGRAPHICS

The computer graphics revolution in statistics has been de
scribed and analyzed in many papers. The re-integration of graphs
into the system of statistical methods, their use for exploratory and
communicative purposes, dynamie graphics and direct interaetion
with graphs are important tools for statistical work. The spread of
hard- and software makes this potential available for many. Howe
ver, the knowledge and competence coneerning the statistical de
sign and use of graphics lags far behind these technological
possibilities. ~.

lt is profitable to enlphasize the following features:

(1) Simple graphs like seatterplots attain a radieally enhaneed
analytical power when they are embedded in flexible data base and
spreadsheet environments. This is true even when the operations
are very elementary from a mathematieal and logical point of view;
for instanee

* seleetion of all kinds of subsets of data
* (non-linear) numerical transformations of scales, data and

variables
* projeetions from higher dimensional data sets
* possibilities for enhancing the display with complex symbols

instead of points
* operations on graphs like seleeting and isolating subsets

with interesting strueture, identifying outlying points ete.

(2) Graphs have eonquered a new, more fundamental role in
the system of statistical methods; for instanee, for revealing structu
re and anomalies in the initial exploration of data, before any nu
merical summaries like mean, varianee, eorrelation eoefficient ete.
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shall be reasonably used. This applies to the scatterplot as the basic
tool for two-dimensional data. Approaches like MACSPIN may con
quer a similar fundamental role for higher dimensional data.

(3) Tbe flexibility and scope of new software tools puts the
user in the role of a co-designer of graphs, where new knowledge
concerning statistical and perceptual aspects of a diversity of graphs
are required as weH as knowledge concerning the flexible use of a
graphical software system.

These shifts profoundly question what we consider today as
basic statistical knowledge and techniques at secondary level and
beyond. At the same time, it has to be further explored and sub
stantiated how far statistical graphs may open a path to statistical
knowledge and thinking more easily than starting with mathemati
cal techniques and theories in the traditional sense. For instance,
does it pay to use MACSPIN as an introduction to multivariate stati
stics?

5. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

The developments sketched in the last two paragraphs increa
sed the distance between methods of data analysis and the traditio
nal probability based theory of statistics. On the other hand,
however, Monte Carlo simulation has become increasingly used for
maintaining, extending, and generalizing the probabilistic approach
in statistical theory and practice. As Monte Carlo simulation provi
des results only with "statistical certainty", there is a price to pay
from the standpoint of traditional mathematics. Nevertheless, the
new developments provoke the radical questioil whether a didacti-
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cal reconstruction of probability and statistics has to assign a much
more fundamental role to simulation than has been considered up
to now. Diaconis and Efron (1983) summarize essential impacts of
the new computing facilities, where a million' of arithmetic opera
tions is often used to analyze 15 data points and the use of simula
tion plays an important role:

'The payoff for such intensive computation is freedom from
two limiting factors that have dominated statistical theory since its
beginnings: the assumption that the data conform to a bell- shaped
curve and the need to focus on statistical measures whose theoreti
cal properties can be analyzed mathematically."

Let us take the chisquared test for goodness-of-fit as an exam
pIe. Instead of reyling on the theory of the chisquared statistics in
the multinomial probability model, the following strategy is possi
ble. If a certain numerical value of the chisquared statistics is obser
ved, say Cobs, an ad hoc simulation can provide an estimation on
how likely such an observation ora more extreme result would be.
This strategy is equally weIl applicable to other plausible measures
similar to the classical chisquared statistics. The strong argument
for chisquared, i.e. that there exists a theory which reduces the
practical comparison with real data to looking in a table of the fa
miJy of chisquared distributions, is no longer valid.

A more radical application of this idea is the bootstrap me
thod, which is even more computationalJy intensive. Traditionally
the reliability or variability of a statistical estimation or numerical
summary of data is analytically derived and ca1culated on the basis
of an assumed theoretical probability model. In the bootstrap me
thod, the set of real data observed is taken as an estimate of the un
derlying distribution without any other specific theoretical
assumption. Afterwards, the simulation is based on this estimated
model. In concrete ternls, this means drawing sampIes with replace-
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ment from the observed set of real data.
The paradigmatic application situation of bootstrap methods

is a case where an initial and exploratory data analysis has led to a
certain non-standard and situation-specific summary and descrip
tion of the data, and the desire is to get an indication of the variabi
lity and reliability of the description. Let us ask what kind of tool is
congenial to the generality of the bootstrap approac;h. Obviously,-.,
rather than a collection of standard algorithms, a system environ-
ment which includes the following features would be very helpful: a
function that generates bootstrap sampIes for any set of real data
and a facility that keeps an editable and re-executable record cf the
steps of an interactive exploratory analysis. The Iatter can be used
to repeat the analysis on the bootstrap sampIes. Such record kee
ping facilities seem to be highly important for non- standard inte
ractive statistical work. Among the existing software for PC-level it
seems to be mainly PC-ISP that gives full support for this.

A major didactical perspective on Monte Carlo simulation has
always been that its use, instead of analytical methods, may permit
more interesting, realistic and complex applications of probability
and statistics. Moreover, because of the generality of Monte Carlo
simulation and its similarity to real experimentation, advantages for
supporting students understanding of probability have been clai
med (see Biehler 1988h). The new developments give new impact
andsupport for such an approach.

6. STATISTICAL MODELLING

In many domains, computers have made it possihle to genera
lize and extend "mathematical modelling" and its range of applica-
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tions to "computational" or "symbolic modelling" using the new
symbol systems of computer science to represent and study models.
There are some further aspects that are particularly important in
statistics:

(1) Monte Carlo simulation permits to take a wider dass of
probability models into consideration (non-Gaussian distributions);

(2) A much larger variety of functional dependencies can be
handled (beyond linear models and elementary functions);

(3) intertwining the construction and validation or models
more deeply with the analysis of data is a new possibility: new te
chniques for developing initial models through exploratory data
analysis and techniques for diagnostic checking of provisionally as
sumed models have been developed;

(4) new emphasis is placed on-stochastic aspects of modelling:
the functional dependencies and the question which variables are
to be induded in a model can get a more adequate treatment in
nlultivariate situations; descriptivc models of single data sets attain
more importance than stochastic models or chance mechanisms.

We will briefly look at one example. Although the general
concept of non-linear regression (conditional expectation) was de
veloped dccades ago, computers have given new operative power to
this concept. A good illustrative example is the "lowess" algorithm
(the locally weighted regression scatterplot smoothing, see Cham
hcrs et al. 19R3, pp.94). The lowess algorithm helps in situations
whcre it is not reasonable to fit a predetermined mathematical fun
ction to a scatterplot of two variables x and y because the type of
fllnctional dependence can neither be derived from a theoretical
hypothesis nor does the st:atterplot show a dear visual structure. A
fundamental operation would be to sclice the scatterplot into parts
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and determine an "average point" for each part. The curve of the
average points gives an indication how y changes with x on the ave
rage. Lowess is just a sophisticated version of this basic idea. For a
large but finite number of points Xi in the range of x, lowess compu
tes an "average point" Yi from considering the neighbourhood of tbe
xi'S. The sequence of (xi,Yi) represents a quasi-continuous functio
nal relation which will be further studied in a graplJ.ical display to
gether with the data. Replacing the fitting of analytically specified
models by such smoothing methods seems to be a very general fea
ture of recent change. A doser comparison to the classical method
of least squares with regard to theoretical and historical back
ground, computational effort, style of application and algorithmic
representation would reveal many interesting aspects of the change
of statistics, which are beyond the scope of this paper. Describing
the change as a change in technique, however, would be inadequa
te, because algorithms like lowess unfold their practical power only
in a working environment. In such a context it is possible to see the
result of 10wess graphically, to experiment with several parameters
of lowess which yield curves of varying smoothness. Moreover, as
lowess is often only an intermediate step, an environment will sup
port follow-up activities in the process of modelling as a whole.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The ohjective of this paper was a brief analysis of some chan
ges in statistics which are related to thc spread of the computing te
chnologies. Multivariate data, statistical graphics, Monte Carlo
simulation and statistical modelling with and without computer
support are changing domains that are relevant to statistical educa-·
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tion. Changes in emphasis, in what is considered fundamental and
simple, in what is general and what is particular occured in all these
domains. They question what is considered as basic knowledge and
activity in statistical education. The new role of working environ
ments for supporting statistical and mathematical activity, the mu
tual penetration of techniques, concepts, representations and tools
from both computer science and mathematics for the benefit of a
practical concern like statistics will certainly be relevant for recon
sidering the perspectives of school mathematics as a whole.
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Software

DATADESK; Velleman, P.F. & A.Y., Data Description Inc. Box
4555, Ithaca, NY 1~~52. Apple Macintosh. Student version: Kinko's
Academic CoursewareExchange, 4141 Stock Str.. Santa Barbara,
CA 93110, USA.
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MACSPIN Graphical Data Analysis Software; Donoho, A.W. &

D.L., Gasko, M., D2- Software Ine. Austin Texas, USA, Apple Macin
tosh.

PC-ISP (pe Interaetive Scientifie Proeessor); Artemis Systems
Ine., 1985, New YorklLoJ.ldon, Chapman and Hall, ffiM-PC and
eompatibles S - cf. Becker, R.AJChambers, J.M. (1984). S: An Inte
raetive Environment for Data Analysis. (for UNIX systems)

,,~TATVIEW 512+; Brainpower Ine., 2400 Ventura Boulevard,
Calabasas, CA 91302, USA, Apple Macintosh
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